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STORIES FROM THE PIONEER ROSE ASSOCIATION 
 

In our last issue we informed you of  Mary Drain Albro of  Oregon 
who had organized the Pioneer Rose Association, which tracked down 
and recorded firsthand stories of  pioneer roses brought to the territory 
via the Oregon Trail. A number of  the roses the group found now 
grow in the Roses of  Old Oregon garden of  Portland’s Lone Fir Ceme-
tery. Here are six stories from the pioneer period; unless indicated oth-
erwise, they are accounts Mary Albro and the association collected. 

“The Logtown Rose.” When Maryum and John McKee left 
Missouri for Oregon in 1853, Maryum included—along with some 
kitchenware, flour, and sugar—the cutting of  a yellow rose from her 
yard. Settling in southern Oregon near Jacksonville, an area that became 
known as Logtown, Maryum planted the rose beside the front gate as a 
welcome to visitors. In 1959 for Oregon’s centennial, the Applegate 
Garden Club planted sixty cuttings from this original rosebush along 
the front fence of  the Logtown Cemetery. Signs and plaques were 
posted to honor Maryum’s legacy of  the rose, which is ‘Harison’s Yel-
low’. 

“Cynthia Rose.” “Grandma,” as Cynthia Applegate was 
known in the Willamette Valley, grew a beautiful pink French rose in 
her yard. This rose became widespread, thanks to a young man, who, 
inspired by Johnny Appleseed in the Midwest, spread cuttings of  her 
rose. But Johnny Rose, whose real name we’ll never know, wandered 
over the Oregon country, working here and there at pioneer homes. He 
carried with him fruit, vegetable seeds, and roses and gladly shared 
them with whomever asked. The rose was ‘Apothecary’s Rose’, also 
known as Rosa gallica officinalis. 

(Retold and compiled from Mary Drain Albro by Kathleen McMullen of  
Northwest Rose Historians.) 

“Elizabeth’s Rose.” When Elizabeth Matheny Hewitt of  Yam-
hill County, Oregon, carried with her a simple pink rose on her west-
ward way to Oregon and planted it, the rose grew by leaps and bounds. 
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One man of  the family, complaining about its rampant growth, dug it 
up. Years later when family members found the man’s grave, it was 
overspread with “Elizabeth’s Rose.” That rose was the Sweetbriar. 

“Mother’s Rose.” Mrs. Narcissa Prentiss Whitman was one of  
the first two white women in Oregon country. She had accompanied 
her husband Marcus Whitman to establish a Presbyterian mission along 
the Walla Walla River. Her daughter Alice, the first child born to white 
Am-erican parents in the territory, at age two drowned in that river. In 
1847 Cayuse Indians attacked the mission—some say it was because of  
a clash of  cultures, others that the Indians believed the measles epi-
demic that decimated half  their population was the fault of  Whitman’s 
medicine. Mrs. Whitman, her husband, and eleven others were massa-
cred. Fifty-four women and children were taken hostage, and after five 
had died of  wounds or illness, 49 of  them--for a ransom--were released 
a month later. This incident is known as The Whitman Massacre. To 
honor the memory of  Narcissa Whitman, in 1939 Mary Drain Albro 
and the Pioneer Rose Association planted five “Mother’s Roses” in the 
small rose garden at Whitman College in Walla Walla. These rose 
bushes were of  the species, Rosa virginiana. 

“Josephine’s Rose.” Josephine Hunsaker, a young girl, arrived 
in Oregon City with her family in 1852. The Hunsakers had followed 
earlier family members who were among the first to emigrate to the re-
gion. Josephine was sent to a Catholic boarding school near Ft. Van-
cover, Washington, across the Columbia River from Portland.  Return-
ing home for the winter holidays, she, as well as most of  her family, in-
curred typhoid fever. When Dr. John McLoughlin arrived to attend to 
the sick family, he brought a cutting of  a rose from his garden for Jose-
phine. However, along with her brother, Josephine died in the spring. 
As a memorial, Mrs. Hunsaker planted the rose at the head of  the chil-
dren’s graves. It grows there still. This rose is ‘Autumn Damask’.  

(This story is from Nancy Wilson, curator of  the McLoughlin House in Ore-
gon City.) 

“The Biddle/Cardwell Rose.” Also in 1852, Benjamin 
Biddle and his nephew Dr. James Cardwell set out from Missouri in a 
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wagon, hoping to begin a nursery business in the Willamette Valley.  
Without mishap to the roses and other nursery stock within their cargo, 
they reached the banks of  the Snake River. There, on a steep slope, the 
wagon overturned and spilled its contents into the rapid current. The 
men recovered only one plant, a rose. This rose, as its cuttings were 
given to others over the years, was first called “The Biddle Rose” and 
later “The Cardwell Rose.” When years later Lone Fir Cemetery lost 
this rose, a family descendent supplied the cemetery garden with a 

cutting. That rose is ‘Old Blush’.  
(This story derives from the Cardwell Family archives.) --The Editor 

Roses of Old Oregon Garden 
In Lone Fir Cemetery, Portland 
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TRIP TO CHICO 
by Jill Perry 

On a 5½ hour drive from Santa Cruz to my old friend Sue’s house in a small 
town near Chico, I pass many small towns on the way. I’ve tried various slightly 
different routes, as all are about the same distance.  My younger daughter and I al-
ways have to stop at Granzella’s on the way  up or back or both, so I take I-505.  
Granzella’s is the main reason to stop in Williams on I-5. Maybe the only reason. 
There is good food: a restaurant and deli, olive tasting, gelato, coffee frappes, a bar 
and a gift store. It’s always in the 90s when I go there, and I live for the frappes.  
Don’t think I could make it the rest of the way to Chico without one. 

A couple of cemeteries are located just a few miles off I-505, and I have visited 
one of them several times, the Capay Cemetery. The San Jose Heritage Rose Gar-
den has had at least 21 roses collected from this cemetery, at least two of which are 
still in the garden but no longer at the cemetery. I plan to propagate a plant of each 
to give back to them. (For anyone who doesn’t know about collecting roses, we 
take a few cuttings from a plant, and get them to grow roots, or graft budeyes from 
the cutting onto a rootstock. The original plant in the cemetery is not harmed by 
this.  If you have not successfully propagated roses by one of these methods, please 
don’t take cuttings from cemeteries.)  

I just wanted to check on a couple rose bushes at Capay this time, and took a 
few pictures in case I ever want to do a presentation on rose rustling. 

The other cemetery was the source of a couple plants at the Heritage, a ‘Mme 
Plantier’ and a ‘Mistress Bosanquet’. In fact, the Heritage has seven plants of 
‘Mistress Bosanquet’. Two were collected by different people at this cemetery, Cot-
tonwood, and given different study names. Two were collected at two other ceme-
teries in California, and another was also a found rose, but we don’t know where 
the donor found it. We have two plants each from two of these sources. It was 
fairly recently that we realized that the five different source roses were all the same. 
When we need the space, some of these will be removed. 

Anyway, I hadn’t been to Cottonwood before, so I wanted to see it.  

One of the study names for the rose was “Samuel Briggs #2,” so I know that 
must be the name on the headstone; but a Foetida rose, a hybrid of Persian Yellow 
perhaps, has taken up most of the plot and covers the name on the headstone. The 
1893 date is still visible. I took a few cuttings of the Foetida. It would be more likely 
to grow if I dug a rooted sucker, but nobody wants to go under that thorny bush! 
The temperature was into the 90s, so we didn’t want to spend much time enjoying 
the scenery, but we saw at least a hundred dragonflies there and stopped to look at 
them flying about. 

After cooling down at Granzella’s, it was time to head to the river.  From Hwy 
45 there are several places to cross the Sacramento River. I’ve used every one of 
them over the years, including the Princeton Ferry, back when it was still in opera-
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tion. The Heritage has a couple roses that came from Princeton Cemetery. A couple 
years ago I stopped to get new cuttings of one that had died, and also collected one 
I call “Princeton Pink” and one I called “Old Wooden Marker.” I stopped this time 
to get pictures of “Old Wooden Marker” and “Row of Wooden Markers,” hoping 
they were in bloom. They weren’t. “Princeton Pink” was in bloom, but the flowers 
were only about half the size of the plant I have in a pot at home. 

The cemetery is well watered, so perhaps it’s the heat that causes that size dif-
ference.   

The cemetery is still active, so there are also some roses from the 1980s there. 
(When I got home, “Old Wooden Marker” was in bloom, just opening; it was a 
gorgeous velvety red, with purplish outermost petals. By morning when I took this 
picture, the colors had faded a bit, and I got that sinking feeling that it could be Dr. 
Huey. But I grabbed a leaf from a plant of Dr. Huey and compared them. The stip-
ules are clearly different, so I heaved a sigh of relief.) of the farm roads we took. No 
time to stop then, but we spotted it gain on the way home and stopped. By the gate, 
a rose grew on each side, Bourbons, I think. The gate had been replaced in 1985, so 
I don’t know if they are old plants that have been there since the 1800s, or if some-
one bought or transplanted heritage roses in the 80s. 
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I got a few cuttings of each. One was a solid pink with lighter reverse, and the 
other was light pink with darker speckles and streaks. Farther into the cemetery 
were two large old bushes of what I’m pretty sure was Hermosa, but the sun and 
heat had damaged the blooms. I took cuttings from them as well. By the other gate 
were two more roses. I recognized ‘Mlle. Franziska Kruger’, and the other as a mul-
tiflora, probably a rootstock. I will have to find locations of other area cemeteries 
for future trips. There must be some I’ve missed!  

As we continued to Chico, we spotted Dayton Cemetery on one of the farm 
roads we took. No time to stop then, but we spotted it again on the way home and 
stopped. By the gate, a rose grew on each side, Bourbons, I think. The gate had 
been replaced in 1985, so I don’t know if they are old plants that have been there 
since the 1800s, or if someone bought or transplanted heritage roses in the 80s. 

I got a few cuttings of each. One was a solid pink with lighter reverse, and the 
other was light pink with darker speckles and streaks. 

Farther into the cemetery were two large old bushes of what I’m pretty sure was 
Hermosa, but the sun and heat had damaged the blooms. I took cuttings from them 
as well. By the other gate were two more roses. I recognized ‘Mlle. Franziska 
Kruger’, and the other as a multiflora, probably a rootstock. I will have to find loca-
tions of other area cemeteries for future trips. There must be some I’ve missed! 

—  Jill Perry, 2011 
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The second Celebration of Old Roses in spring of 1979 did not take place in El 
Cerrito. Below is an account of that Celebration written by Carolyn Albright in Au-
gust of that year, a few months after the event. 
 

FESTIVAL AT PALO ALTO, CA 
 

Our May Celebration of Old Roses brought members together from all along 
the West Coast. Activities took place at Barbara Worl’s garden on Cowper Street 
and at the church across the way. Convenor Betsy Clebsch and Miriam Wilkins held 
Open Garden for visitors. 

The event featured author and artist Leonie Bell, who flew from Consho-
hocken, PA to give three delightful lectures on the identification and history of the 
rose. As she sketched outlines of roses and plant parts on the blackboard or used 
her fingers to demonstrate a prickle shape in the air, it seemed that we saw giant 
roses for study. 

While illustrating her lectures with beautiful slides, Leonie shared many of her 

personal experiences in searching for the 
identity of unknown roses, gradually 
building up a picture of the enormous 
long-term effort she has put into this 
cause. 

Two other speakers, Jane Kilkenny 
and William Olkowsky, presented a pro-
gram on insects, diseases and their con-
trol. Jane flashed slides on the screen, 
skillfully eliciting comments from the au-
dience. As a damaged leaf or blossom ap-
peared, discussions ensued. 

Bill Olkowsky communicated deep 
concern for insects as unique living be-
ings. While he did not oppose using 
chemical controls when desirable, he 
stressed selection of methods to deal with 
particular insects rather than use of all-
purpose sprays, and he advocated natural 
controls. 

LA REINE 

Barbara Worl showed slides of the roses in Redwood City’s Union Cemetery. 
This is the oldest legal cemetery in the state.   After 120 years, it is now totally ne-
glected, but numerous old roses remain. Saturday, during a gentle rain, we followed 
Lee Bell around toppled gravestones to thickets of ‘Fun Jwan Lo’ and ‘Cecile Brun-
ner’ until we came to large plants of ‘Russeliana’, ‘La Reine’, ‘De la Grifferaie’, and 



‘Duchess of Kent’. Under shared umbrellas, we dug wandering roots of those 
choice plants, rescuing them from imminent demise as weed-killer is freely used 
there. 

On display in the church were dozens of arrangements of roses and other flowers, 
exotic and colorful foliage. These were set off by the unique and beautiful vases 
that Barbara has collected. Combinations were stunning. Specimen roses on other 
tables illustrated the variety of forms and colors we find in old and species roses. 
Before and after the lectures, groups wandered across the street to stroll through 
the Worl garden. Here a generous number of old shrub roses is interplanted with 
rainbows of irises, a fine assortment of rare perennials, all tied together with mean-
dering paths of redwood mulch. 
These two days of fellowship and learning experiences were inspiring, thanks to 
our fine speakers, their knowledge and enthusiasm. 
 

-- C.A. 

‘FUN JWAN LO’ 
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REPORT on 3rd ROSE LOVER’S GATHERING, 
2011 

by Pam Greenewald 
 

This year’s Gathering took place on two days, April 30th and May 
1st. The first day, Saturday, hosted a nice crowd of  close to 100 people 
from all over Florida. The weather was perfect, and even the previous 
day’s downpour had coaxed open many blooms that would not have 
done so otherwise. 

The vendors set up, and the mood was light and cheerful. Neighbor 
Don Austin was on site to entertain with his Celtic harp and fiddle until 
all were settled under the big tent in front of  the lake. The first speaker 
was Gene Waering, co-editor of  the new book The Sustainable Rose 
Garden. He told the group about the history of  how the book came 
about. He also showed several other rose books he liked and had a 
hand in creating. Gene next spoke of  his glorious display of  once-
blooming ramblers, some all together and all in succession, describing 
the thrill of  seeing the species roses that grow in his Jacksonville, Flor-
ida, garden each spring, being especially proud of  the Rosa chinensis 
spontanea, which recently came out of  China. Gene sold and signed 
books throughout the rest of  the day. He graciously donated one of  his 
books and one of  the Tea Roses books to our raffle. 

The next speaker was 94-year-old Dr. T. Senn from Clemson, S.C. 
He delighted the crowd with talk of  the “flowers of  the sea,” i.e., kelp 
from Norwegian waters where Nature’s Nog is harvested. He described 
the multitude of  trace elements, enzymes, etc. found in seaweed, espe-
cially the mannitol sugars, which chelate the nutrients through the stems 
to where the help is most needed in plants. It was fun hearing unusual 
tales from such an extraordinary life well-lived. Dr. Senn’s love for life 
was contagious. 

John Starnes from Tampa spoke next about probiotics for roses. 
Like the human body, a healthy rose garden is teaming with beneficial 
bacteria and fungi that keep the pathogens under control. 

This was the most important part of  the weekend as we all got into 
a deep discussion about the microbes in the soil and the way they totally 
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take care of  the needs of  the plants, including our roses. Everyone who 
was not using chemicals was not having major problems with their 
roses, only slight insect problems, little or no mildew, and controlled 
black spot. Many were excited about the possibilities, and more than a 
few made statements about vowing to “go organic” after not believing 
it was possible before. We were surrounded by proof  in the beautiful 
roses grown organically at Angel Gardens. 

We next heard from Stephen Hoy all about single roses. He used a 
picture board and discussed his favorite singles. Everyone enjoyed his 
descriptions and gained a new appreciation for single roses. 

We gave away many great raffle items during our pot-luck lunch. 
The next day most of  the same people returned to hear a fabulous talk 
about beekeeping, given by Keith Councell from Cape Coral. The 
group was in awe as we got to watch him set up three beehives at Angel 
Gardens. 

These two days were chock full of  knowledge and information, and 
everyone left with a newfound confidence in their ability to grow roses 
without chemicals. Some vowed to turn over a new leaf  and felt grate-
ful for the entire experience. It really was an exciting two days for roses. 
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In the last issue of Rose Letter (August 2011), re: the first Celebra-
tion of Old Roses, the first line on page 2 contains a typographical 
error. It should read, “The following article was published 33 years 
ago,” not 13 years ago. 



Suckering Roses 
By Anita Clevenger 

 
P. T. Barnum supposedly said, “There's a sucker born every minute.” That 

sometimes seems to be the case in the rose garden. 

We use the term “suckering” to describe two different types of rose growth. 
Many of us are familiar with the first kind, which are rootstock suckers. Most mod-
ern roses are propagated through “budding,” in which the selected variety, or 
“scion,” is budded onto a rootstock that offers vigorous growth and hardiness. If 
the rootstock was not properly disbudded, if the roots are injured, or if the scion is 
stressed, the rootstock will sprout. If left unchecked, it will overtake the scion bud-
ded onto it. In roses sold in California, the rootstock of choice is 'Dr. Huey,' a once
-blooming climber that has semi-double dark red roses. Many of the roses found in 
the foothills, and now growing in our collection, are rootstock varieties of the past, 
such as 'Odorata,' 'Fortuneana' and 'Gloire des Rosomanes.' 

Unless you prefer the rootstock, you need to remove the suckers as soon as 
they appear. Make sure that it's sucker growth, coming from below the bud union, 
and not a new basal cane. Dig to where they emerge from the root, and break them 
off or cut them closely. Once a rose's rootstock has started to sucker, it tends to 
continue doing so. Watch for future growth. 

A second form of “suckering” is perhaps better called “colonizing.” Roses are 
related to certain berries, and will form thickets of canes just like blackberries or 
raspberries, sprouting around the original plant. Even budded roses can colonize if 
the bud union was planted underground and the scion forms its own roots. 

Asian roses, such as China and Tea roses, rarely colonize, and neither do Hy-
brid Teas and Floribundas. Some species and European hybrids can spread 
throughout your garden. Albas, Gallicas, Hybrid Chinas, Damasks, Portlands, 
Spinossissimas, Mosses, and Rugosas all colonize with varying degrees of enthusi-
asm or outright aggression. Hybrid Perpetuals will also sucker, but usually quite 
modestly. 

We have two plants of a Rugosa hybrid, 'Therese Bugnet,' in the cemetery. One 
was budded, growing for many years as a graceful vase-shaped plant. In the last few 
years, the original plant has declined in the increasing shade of a nearby Valley Oak. 
It's begun to send up scattered suckers. The other 'Therese Bugnet' was planted 
own root and rampantly occupied an entire plot in the Broadway Bed until we 
fought it back and contained it half way. 

In the cemetery, we usually dig colonizing suckers out with a shovel, which may 
leave bits of root behind. I was advised by Jon Dodson, a gardener at Mottisfont, 
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Suckering Roses, cont. from Pg. 12 
 

that it is better to pull them out, detaching them from where they are growing 
from the mother plant.  

We tried using weed cloth to block some roses' suckering, but the suckers sim-
ply traveled to the edge of the plot. We've resorted to digging a trench and burying 
bamboo barrier, 24” wide PVC sheets, to confine 'Banshee,' 'Therese Bugnet' and 
'Alba Maxima.'  It's worked fine, but it's overkill.   

It appears that most rose suckers run no more than twelve inches below the 
ground. That's good, because all of that digging is hard work! 

A colonizing rose can be a good citizen, not a thug, in your garden, but you 
need to be aware of its tendencies and grow it accordingly. You can grow a coloniz-
ing rose in a container, surrounded by a barrier, or in a location where its tendency 
to roam is an asset, not a liability. You can consider its suckers as a bonus and har-
vest them to plant elsewhere, to give to a friend, or to donate to the sale at Open 
Garden. 

It's easy to propagate a colonizing rose. The best time of year is the fall, when 
the suckers have matured and may have developed roots. Cut the underground 
growth short enough to fit into a pot, shorten the canes about half, put them into 
potting soil, and keep them moist. Even if the suckers haven't yet developed roots, 
they will usually strike readily. 

*** 
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In Pursuit of a Rose 
 
For years I’ve looked for any remnants of  ‘Mme Caroline 
Testout’, a French rose introduced in 1901. According to 
city records, 10,000 of  them were planted along the main 
streets of  Portland, Oregon--so many that the rose was 
known as ‘City of  Portland’. 
Not until 2000 did I find one of  the original plants; two 
rose 
friends spotted it while we were driving through a suburban 
area. 
One of  the most popular roses in history, hardy and fra-
grant, this hybrid tea does well in most climates and is 
grown a round the world. 
 

Bill Grant. “Roadside Roses” 
Pacific Horticulture, Jan-Mar 2002 
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CHATEAU DE MALMAISON 
 

IN AND OUT OF THE GARDEN: 
THE FIRST ROSE SHOWS 

—  Darrell g.h. Schramm 
 

In both the wild and the tended garden, roses have always been on exhibit. I 
need not go into the customary raptures of their captivating beauty, but I must as-
sert that nowhere does a rose appear more beautiful than in a garden or in the wild. 
No doubt it is that beauty which first inspired someone to display roses at an exhi-
bition. 

The first rose show on record occurred in 1810 in France, apparently (according 
to one source) at Empress Josephine’s palatial home, Malmaison. While it may have 
been staged there under her patronage, she herself may not have been in atten-
dance, for the Empress was then enduring a year and a half period of exile imposed 

by Napoleon at the Castle of Navarre, a chateau Josephine thought hideous and 
damp and cold. (Because she could have no more children, Napoleon had divorced 
her in December 1809.) On the other hand, when she complained to the Emperor 
about Navarre, Napoleon—who still loved her—agreed to renovate the ugly cha-
teau and so allowed Josephine a brief interlude in the spring of 1810 at Malmaison 
while repairs and changes were being made. It may have been during this interlude 
that the rose show was held. On the other hand, it may have been situated at Cha-
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teau de Courcelles by Monsieur Menage who had created his rose garden in 1790 
and kept it for twenty years; he may have held the show as a fitting conclusion to 
his rose hobby. In either case, the show was no doubt an outdoor event. 

The next exhibit on record seems to have occurred in June of 1841 when the 
Massachusetts Horticultural Society presented to the public a rose and strawberry 
show. While not a roses-only exhibit, it is the first recorded instance in the United 
States that I have found of roses on public display for a particular occasion. 

Four years later Lyon, France, probably the most famous rose-growing capital 
in the world, at least in the 19th century, held what was the first official rose show 
in France and in the world, in which professional and amateur hybridizers exhibited 
their products of the Genus Rosa. It was organized by Claude Ducher (1820-1874), 
father of Marie Ducher who married Joseph Pernet. Pernet added his wife’s name 
to his own, becoming Pernet-Ducher, famous for channeling the color yellow into 
hybrid teas and other modern roses. But that remarkable outcome occurred much 
later. 

The first National Rose Show in England occurred at St. James Hall, London, 
in 1858. Dean Reynolds Hole had tried to stimulate interest in a rose show but had 
received no response to his ad in The Florist. He decided, then, to speak and write 
personally to various roses enthusiasts and growers, and voila! With help from the 
famous rose masters Thomas Rivers, William Paul, and the florist Charles Turner, 
the English rose show was born. “Half of the nurseries of England poured their 
treasures into St. James,” wrote John Lindley afterwards. Dean Hole had collected 
enough contributions to pay for 36 silver cups engraved with roses to be awarded 
as prizes. He himself won two of the cups. Other well known winners at the show 
were Benjamin Cant, John Cranston, and William Paul. Two years later the show 
was held at the Crystal Palace with 16,000 people in attendance. 

In July of 1861 The Royal Horticultural Society of England staged its first show 
but in conjunction with the fourth National Rose exhibition. It boasted an interna-
tional presence, attended by both French and English royalty—who, of course, ex-
pected and were given their own private viewing. Among some of the outstanding 
roses were ‘Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant’, a fairly recent hybrid perpetual;  
‘General Jacqueminot’; ‘Gloire de Dijon’; ‘Jules Margottin’ “at the head of its class;” 
‘Mme Boll’; ‘Senateur Vaisse’ “in brilliant condition;” and ‘Souvenir de Malmai-
son’ [sic]. A bouquet of ‘Boula de Nanteuil’ mixed with other blooms was a winner. 
The writer-rosarian W. F. Radclyffe placed first for a truss of eighteen rose varieties. 
Some visitors were disappointed not to see roses in pots. That disappointment sug-
gests the desire to view the whole rose plant and/or to view roses in a more natural 
setting.   

Again four years later, in 1865, the first official rose show to draw national atten-
ion in France was orchestrated by the Rose Growers Society of Brie-Comte-Robert, 
near Suisnes. Camille Bernardin, president of the society, was honored by having a  
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rose named for him. A deep red hybrid perpetual with “marvelous scent,” it was 
bred and exhibited by Victor Goutreau pere and seems to have been the outstanding 
rose of the show. (This rose, I believe, should not be confused with the 1861 me-
dium red ‘Maurice Bernardin’ aka ‘Exposition de Brie’, a rose still grown in the 
Carla Fineschi botanical rose garden of Arezzo, Italy; however, it is peculiar that the 
latter was named ‘Exposition de Brie’ four years before the first exposition. Did it, 
perhaps, acquire that name later?) Camille Bernardin became the editor-in-chief of 
Journal des Roses, founded by Scipio Cochet, and sometimes wrote for the publica-
tion. About 110 rose growers from the society alone exhibited their flowers. 

The first rose show in New Zealand seems to have been the one hosted by 
Canterbury Horticultural Society in 1871.  

England’s National Rose Society staged its first exhibition in 1877, and, like that 
nation’s first rose show ever, held it in St. James Hall. Joseph Pemberton, that fa-
mous hybridizer of musk roses, informs us that 108 exhibitors displayed 361 rose 
varieties. Among the roses that were most remarkable at that show were ‘Baroness 
Rothschild’, ‘Camille Bernardin’, ‘Charles Lefebvre’, ‘Dr. Andry’, ‘La France’, ‘Louis 
van Houtte’, and ‘Marguerite de St. Amand’. That same year, the first such show by 
the Royal National Rose Society of Canada occurred. I have been unable to learn 
more about the latter.  

The first flower festival in Los Angeles, though not strictly a rose show, de-
serves mention. Organized by the Los Angeles Women’s Union in 1884, the festival 
greeted visitors at the entryway of the building with an enormous bank of 15,000 
roses, forty feet long and fifteen feet wide. While other booths flaunted a wide as-
sortment of flowers, roses were the focus. The festival remained a popular and 
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Camille Bernardin 
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crowded event for many years. 

Three years later in 1887, from April 28th through the 30th, San Francisco or-
ganized its first Rose Fair. To create a more gardenlike venue indoors, the show 
included other flowers and plants, including small ornamental trees, interspersed 
with the roses. Among those who exhibited their roses were California Rose Com-
pany; George B. Jones, owner of the Sausalito Rose Nursery and a florist shop in 
San Francisco; Miss Blanche Pratt, who was to become coproprietor of Fruitvale 
Roses Company in Oakland about a decade later; and John Sievers, whose tea rose 
‘Rainbow’ would be introduced two years later and would become the earliest sur-
viving California rose today. And though Edward Gill of Albany entered no com-
petition, the 200 varieties he exhibited received a special award. (Gill produced Cali-
fornia’s first rose, ‘Sarah Isabella Gill’ in 1884 or earlier, a rose no longer available.) 
According to the Pacific Rural Press, the Fair was an enormous success attended 
by throngs of viewers and promenaders who were entertained also by live music 
lasting into the evenings. 

The following year, 1888, the year of America’s first hybrid tea, Portland, Ore-
gon, staged its first rose show in a huge tent on the grounds of Mrs. Georgina Pit-
tock’s estate. The next year it was hosted in the meeting hall of a church. A surviv-
ing list of superior roses from that second show names ‘Captain Christy’ (HT), 
‘Duchesse de Brabant’ (T), ‘General Jacqueminot’ (HP), ‘Gloire de Dijon’ (T), ‘La 
France’ (HT), ‘Mrs. John Laing’ (HP) and ‘The Bride’ (T). The site of the show var-
ied for some years until 1902, when the Portland Rose Society was established and 
became the host for the exhibit thereafter. 

Five years after the American Rose Society was founded, it hosted its first rose 
show in 1897. A breeder who became a trustee of the society, Michael Horvath, 
made a sensation at that show. He displayed fourteen of his new roses, all Rosa 
wichurana hybrids. The viewers were stunned by the beauty and newness of these 
roses, especially, ‘Manda’s Triumph’, ‘Pink Roamer’, ‘South Orange Perfection’, and 
‘Universal Favorite’. The press extolled the virtues of this new hybridist. Horvath 
would go on to create large-flowered climbers using R. setigera, one of the only two 
breeders at the time to do so. Nearly all of the setigera hybrids are still in commerce 
today. 

The first international rose show was held at Bagatelle Gardens, Paris, in 1907. 
It has remained the preeminent rose exhibit for new roses by hybridists. The list of 
breeders who put their new specimens on trial there has read and continues to read 
like a Who’s Who of royalty. 

In 1927 the Great Japan Rose Association was founded near Osaka, followed in 
1933 by the Imperial Rose Society in Tokyo, which held its first rose exhibit in 1933 
at Hibiya Park. Today Japan hosts an annual Japan Rose Festival just outside To-
kyo, lasting for five days.  
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That same year Rome’s first rose show, the Premio Roma, was 

inaugurated. 

The Pacific Rose Society of Pasadena deserves mention, for at its first show on 
April 29, 1945 (the same year as Sacramento’s first show), the famous ‘Peace’ rose 
made its U.S. debut. At the celebration, white doves were released to honor the 
meaning and name of the rose. About a week later, each of the 49 delegates to the 
first meeting of the United Nations was presented with the rose at the conference 
table. 

Quite some time later, a most unusual rose show was organized by Miriam Wil-
kins on May 26, 1978. This was the first Celebration of Old Roses, held both inside 
and outdoors at a community center in El Cerrito, California. Unlike other rose 
shows, this one did not—and still does not—show roses in competition.  Gallicas, 
damasks, albas, centifolias, Portlands, old moss roses, noisettes, bourbons. hybrid 
musks, hybrid perpetuals, species roses, and even found roses (antique roses whose 
identities have been lost) are exhibited, and all of these in glass jars, tumblers, and 
vases of all sizes and kinds. The display is humble. It reveals to the public very dif-
ferent kinds of roses from the predictable, 
stereotypical modern varieties. Alive with 
the buzz and hum and sigh and exclama-
tions of the public, the show is crowded 
with viewers. An electricity of excitement 
permeates the crowd. Rather than judged, 
the historic roses are meant to be shared. 
Heritage Roses Group, which organizes 
the show each May, proclaims as its goal 
the dissemination and preservation of Old 
Garden Roses. To further that goal, old 
roses are also sold at the event, as are 
companion plants. And rather than toss 
out the exhibited roses after the show, as 
generally happens with most of the roses 
at the end of conventional exhibitions, the 
public awaits the moment near the end 
when it is invited to buy cuttings of the 
displays to begin their own plants. 

“The rose show,” writes rose historian Brent Dickerson, “signaled the decline 
of the rose as a garden plant considered as such, making way for the rose consid-
ered as a bloom with its plant as mere appendage.” If this assertion has any merit, 
then that early disappointment at the London Show in 1861 is understandable: 

Where were the roses grown in pots? The typical rose on show seems one with-
out a body, the bloom divorced from the bush, the worst and salient example being 
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decapitated roses stuck in a box. Certainly a show in a rose garden or open-air mu-
seum, such as the Historic City Cemetery in Sacramento proves the most informa-
tive and educational. 

There viewers can observe the size and shape of the plant, its health and habit, 
its location, its productivity, peculiarities and imperfections (and who does not 
have them?).   I write, of course, as a gardener, not an exhibitor. At the same time, 
I must acknowledge Jack Harkness’s observation, that it is exhibitors, not garden-
ers, who make roses famous. Nevertheless, many of the roses exhibited at conven-

tional rose shows are virtually bogus versions of themselves. Tiny artist brushes, 
pinking shears, Q-tips, cotton balls, various props are used to dust, wash, trim, 
straighten, doctor, disguise, and give face-lifts to the competitive entries—nothing 
to do with the garden. In such roses, I find the pulse of the garden moribund. And 
if the public is disappointed in roses—going out afterward to a nursery to buy 
those perfect roses viewed at the show, roses that are not so perfect in the garden, 
roses that need coddling and care and effort and time, roses that often dismay 
them—who can blame that public? 

A recent, co-written article in American Rose asserts, “The traditional competi-
tive rose show, however, is threatened.” That threat may have as much to do with 
our current national economy as well as the constant articles in American Rose and 
most local newsletters on the diseases, pests, and myriad tasks of rose care as it 
does with competition itself. The authors of that article go on to suggest a “rose 
expo” where “Members bring their roses. They are clearly identified and grouped 
in a few classes. There are no standards and no rules.”  

Sound familiar? Miriam Wilkins was far ahead of her time. She knew, as these 
two authors have come to realize, that “the public sees roses differently than the 
experienced exhibitor” and that a “non-judged rose exposition is no less educa-
tional than the judged rose show.” In fact, it may be more so, since the public is 
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not somewhat misled by the sanitizing and doctoring of most roses on display. 

Fortunately, not all entries submit to such cosmetics and artificiality. More for-
tunately, a few indoor rose shows present roses simply and honestly, “as-is,” un-
judged, often with the option of buying exhibited varieties whole, in a pot, on site. 
Most fortunately of all, now and then a rose exhibit honors a place and itself by be-
ing held in a in a garden.  

Perhaps the American Rose Society can learn from its own history. From 
March 25 to April 2 of 1916, Philadelphia hosted a National Flower Show, of which 
the ARS was a part. The ARS entered not only special rose displays and cut flowers 
but also—to the admiration of thousands—an exhibition of rose gardens! The latter 
was so successful that the ARS resolved to put on a National Rose Festival with a 
rose garden as its central focus. 

Imagine a rose show in a rose garden as a standard venue.  There, the sun pouring 
pale light like a warm ale onto the head, trees and shrubbery and arbors throwing a 
shawl of shade around the shoulders of strollers, the various greens punctuated 
with other colors, one feels utterly exuberant and alive. Alive with the roses.  Such a 
rose show understands the wholeness found in the gift of flowers, and the gift of 
place. 

This article first appeared in The Marin Rose, September 2011,  
Gail Trimble and Joan Goff, editors. 
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It would be desirable for breeders and hybridizers to stop 
trying to develop roses that are indiscriminately suited to all 
climates, as they have a sort of dull sameness, and instead 
work on roses 

suited to particular zones. There is no reason why the teas, 
noisettes, Chinas, or Bourbons should not be further devel-
oped; the most tender of them is no less hardy than a hibis-
cus or bougainvillea and is infinitely more rewarding to grow. 

Brent C. Dickerson 
Pacific Horticulture, Spring 1987 



La Ville 
De Bruxelles 
Damask, 1836 

 
(Judie Phillips Photo) 
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Searching For Survivors 
by Judie Phillips 

The following article was  
published in  

April 2011 issue of   
Rose Petals, 

the newsletter of  the  
Seattle Rose Society,  

Carolyn Fredette, editor. 

 
Wow, what a winter! Mid

-November I checked my 
outdoor patio thermometer 



and observed a five-degree reading, I knew I was in trouble. A 
freeze that hard so early meant serious damage. My garden suf-
fered and soon I was looking out at a sea of  dead black canes. 
Pruning was easy this year. Prune by color. If  it is black, cut it to 
the ground, if  it is green prune normally. 

Hopefully, there will be less disease this summer. I thought I 
had it all figured out when we had that nasty winter two years ago 
and I lost so many Hybrid Tea roses. After much reading and 
study, I replaced those terminal HTs with Hybrid Perpetuals and 
David Austins. Both have the reputation of  being hardier. Now I 
know some are very hardy and some just are not. 

Here is what happened in my winter of  2010 garden: Some 
modern roses did very well. ‘Savoy Hotel’ and ‘Stephen's Big Pur-
ple’ are healthy. Other survivors are ‘Bonica’, ‘Red Ribbons’, ‘The 
Fairy’, and ‘White Meidiland’. All my Rugosas did well, but then 
they are so stingy with their blooms. The Alba, Centifolia, Dam-
ask, Gallica, and Portland roses weathered the winter without a 
problem. Now I know not all OGRs are bulletproof. I've learned 
from experience not to plant Tea or China roses. I had to send my 
beloved ‘Monsieur Tillier’ and ‘Mrs. B. R. Cant’ to rose heaven. My 
‘Mutabilis’, a China, dies down to the crown every year, but since it 
is on its own roots it seems to bounce back to six feet. Some of  
my Bourbon roses were very hardy, including ‘Louise Odier’ and 
‘Reine Victoria’. One of  my favorite roses, ‘Souvenir de la Malmai-
son’ is questionable for the compost pile. A number of  my Hybrid 
Perpetuals took on the freezing weather without a whimper. Some 
winners were ‘Sydonie’, ‘Mrs. Baker’, ‘Mme. Boll’, ‘Enfant de 
France’, and the ‘Baronne Prevost’. My ‘Arrillaga’ will be visiting 
the yardwaste bin. Some Austins behaved like Gallicas and showed 
little or no winter damage. The hardy ones were ‘Crocus Rose’, 
‘The Generous Gardener’, ‘Winchester Cathedral’, ‘Teasing Geor-
gia’, ‘Grace’, ‘James Galway’, ‘Carding Mill’, and ‘Constance Spry’. 
Those facing the compost pile are ‘Lady Emma Hamilton’, and 
‘Molineux’. I must apologize to Mr. Austin, for the roses I hilled 
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up with compost survived. It is my fault that I waited too long 
thinking my hardy Austins could take this horrible weather. Big 
mistake! 

David Austin is offering own root plants this year, and I will be 
testing them out in my summer garden. 

My search continues looking for roses that will survive my 
harsh environment. My reading keeps mentioning the Canadian 
Explorer Series that are said to perform well in cold climates. I am 
planting ‘William Baffin’ and a ‘John Cabot’, which are replacing a 
very dead ‘Altissimo’. A number of  experts recommend deep 
planting in colder climates. 

Two books have been quite helpful; Tender Roses for Tough 
Climates by Douglas Green and Right Rose, Right Place by Peter 
Schneider.  

 My game plan for 2011-2012 is to 1) Select and plant very 
hardy roses .   2) Plant more tender, and hopefully hardy, roses 
with the crown two inches below the soil level. 3) Hill up with 
compost my weaker roses in the EARLY fall and 4) Work hard to 
grow strong and healthy plants this coming summer. 

My search for survivors continues with hope that most of  my 
roses will just not visit my garden briefly as an annual, but instead 
stay around a while and thrive. Survivors are welcome in my gar-
den .… bring them on!   

—  Judie Phillips, 2011 

Sacramento Old Historic Cemetery 
“Fall Color in the Rose Garden” Tour 

November 19, 10:00 a.m. 

& Winter Pruning Class 
December 3, 10:00 a.m. 

1000 Broadway at 10th St., Sacramento 
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Autumn, still advancing, gradually diminishes the flowers 
and leaves . . . .  This is St. Luke’s summer, or the “Indian 
Summer” as it is called in America.  The air is soft and 
warm and still.  The yellow leaves fall from the Beeches in 
countless numbers, but slowly and noiselessly, and as if  re-
luctant to let go their hold.  The rooks come back to us 
again across the fields and clamour among the empty nests, 
which were their homes in spring.  The remontant Roses 
are putting out their latest blooms . . . . There is an aromatic 
fragrance everywhere from the withering leaves and from 
the lingering flowers. 

Henry Arthur Bright 
A Year in a Lancashire Garden, 1879 
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In Memoriam 
 

Bill Kerber, of  Tallahassee, Florida, died July 31, 2011 af-
ter a brief  illness from amyloidosis. He was born Decem-
ber 28, 1935 in Iowa and earned his Doctor of  Veteri-
nary Medicine degree from Iowa State University.  Serv-
ing in the United States Army, he attained the rank of  
Captain. During his veterinary career, he specialized in 
the compassionate care of 
research animals. He finished his career as Director of  
Laboratory Animal Medicine at Florida State University 
in Tallahassee. 
 
During his retirement, Bill enjoyed growing and hybridiz-
ing roses at Goodwood Gardens, having been a volunteer 
for over 20 years. This is where many of  us were fortu-
nate to have been in the company of  such a kind and 
gentle rosarian who taught us much about roses. Each 
year rose lovers were able to get many great OGRs at a 
great price from the roses that he and his volunteers had 
propagated. He was a speaker at the first Rose Lover’s 
Gathering in 2009, and in 2011 he donated 12 roses from 
Goodwood to the North central Florida HRG Hospice 
Memorial Garden where we will make sure a special rose 
will be dedicated to his memory. 
 
He was a member of  the Tallahassee Area Rose Society 
for 20 years. Bill Kerber will be greatly missed! 
 

--Pam Greenewald 
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A Long, Sad Goodbye 
 
Times are tough for everyone today, and we know we 
are not the only ones with budget woes. Like everyone 
else, we have had to face whether we should continue in 
the face of substantial losses of sales. Our basic 
operational costs are no longer being met and our 
beloved rose garden has suffered the worst of it. As you 
know we were unable to open my garden in May for lack 
of the manpower and resources to make it presentable. 
We were faced this summer with many roses that could 
not be propagated because of the condition of plants in 
the garden. 
Friends of Vintage Roses are working with me to focus 
on preserving my collection of roses, but at the present 
time we do not know if the garden itself can survive. 
At the same time we must decide the fate of Vintage 
Gardens. After long and difficult consideration, Gita and 
I have determined that we must set a date to finish the 
work of Vintage Gardens. In order to fill our obligations 
to our customers we have set that closing date for the 
Summer of 2013. Our Import Roses will have been 
supplied to customers, we will have completed all 
custom orders and shipped them out, and we will have a 
final close-out sale at that time.We will be around awhile 
longer yet…but only to say a long goodbye. 
 
--Gregg Lowery, Vintage Gardens Rose Nursery 

Great Rosarians of  the World 
A Huntington Library Event 

January 21& 22 
This 12th annual event will honor Alain Meilland of  France. 

*************** 



The Heritage Roses Group is a non-Profit association formed in 1975 
as a fellowship of old rose lovers.  Members receive four Rose Letters 
a year, in February, May, August, and  
November 

TO JOIN OR RENEW 
Send $16. for hard-copy/print format, or $10 for a digital format 
(downloaded at www.theheritagerosesgroup.org ) to Clay Jennings, 
Membership Chair, 22 Gypsy Lane, Camarillo, CA 93010-1320, or 
contact him at e.c.jennings@gmail.com.  Print format for Overseas 
Memberships are $26. in U.S. funds. 

We are proud to present our Rose Letter.  You may copy it for private and 
Personal use only.  Under no circumstances are you to copy any text or 
Pictures for re-distribution of any sort. 
 

 Do not copy or reprint any element of 
 HRG Rose Letter for public use. 

 

 Do not reprint any content in the Rose 
 Letter without specific written 

permission of authors and/or photographers published herein. 
ALL MATERIALS HEREIN ARE COPYRIGHTED. 

NATIONAL OFFICERS OF HERITAGE ROSES GROUPS 
Rose Letter Editor:  Darrell g.h. Schramm 

Membership Chair:  Clay Jennings  e.c.jennings@gmail.com 
Convenor:  Kristina Osborn  kmosborn@earthlink.net 

Associate Convenor:  Jeri Jennings  heritageroses@earthlink.net 
Secretary:  Joan Helgeson brunner1941@yahoo.com 

Treasurer:  Alice Flores aflores@mcn.org 

Board Members At-Large 

Barbara Oliva boliva@macnexus.org 
William Grant grant@ebold.com 

Pam Greenewald gardenangel122@gmail.com 
Darrell g.h. Schramm schrammd@earthlink.net 


